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Online Community Practice
When the COVID-19 pandemic began to unfold and
Zen River was unable to welcome sangha members as
usual, we had to find new ways to share our practice.
Doin Sensei and Zen’etsu quickly managed to put together an elaborate network of laptops, webcams, and
audio equipment, and within a few days, we started livestreaming zazen and services. Many people tuned in,
and right-away there was a surprisingly strong sense of
connection. After overcoming some technical hurdles,
we also started to organize e-sesshins that include interactive study classes and dokusan.
An obvious advantage of the online approach is that
distance does not matter: those who live across the
oceans can attend just as easily as those living nearby. One could say that the internet brings the temple activities from
the Zendo, Hatto, Kodo, and even the garden, to everyone’s home. Although online participation will never substitute
for physically joining the program, it seems to be the best alternative for now. The team of Zen River residents carries
on with the program and tries to maintain a communal practice atmosphere that is also inspiring for those attending
at home. These are difficult times, but together we can continue to make the dharma flourish – literally in the ten
directions.

Mole Verde with Butter Beans
700 g cooked butter beans (about
three 425 g [15 oz] cans drained, or
250 g [1½ cups] dry, soaked, and
cooked)
1 medium clove garlic
100 g (½ small) onion
1 courgette (zucchini)
½ green bell pepper
75 g (½ cup) toasted pumpkin seeds
60 g (½ cup) toasted sesame seeds
1 hot chilli chipotle (smoked) pepper
or; 1 green chilli and 1 teaspoon
smoked paprika powder
100 g (⅔ cup) frozen spinach, thawed
15 g (½ ounce) fresh coriander
(cilantro) or thereabouts
1 tablespoon dried or;
3 tablespoons fresh oregano
400ml (1¾ cups) vegetable stock
2 tablespoons lime juice
1 cm (½ inch) strip of lime peel
Salt and chilli powder, to taste
*
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*
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Toast the pumpkin and sesame seeds.
Peel the garlic.
Peel and medium-dice the onions.
De-seed and medium dice the green

bell pepper.
* Medium-dice the courgette.
* Snip the coriander into short lengths.
* Roughly chop the fresh oregano (if
using).
* MOLE VERDE SAUCE. In a bowl
combine the garlic, onion, courgette,
pumpkin and sesame seeds, chilli
pepper, spinach, coriander, oregano,
vegetable stock, lime juice and peel,
salt and chilli powder.
* In small batches, ladle the mixture
into a food processor and blend until
smooth. Add a tablespoon of water
to help the sauce blend smoothly if
needed. (The more powerful the food
processor is, the smoother the sauce.)
* Put the sauce into a stew pot. Bring
to a gentle simmer over a low flame for
a few minutes until the sauce starts to
thicken.
* Heat the cooked butter beans, drain
well, and combine with the sauce and
season to taste.
* Serve with steamed rice or MexicanStyle Tomato Rice.

Picking Up Messages
If

you are in tune with realit y, you receive constant, spontaneous guidance

by Tenkei Roshi
Lately I have been studying The Profound Treasury of the
Ocean of Dharma again, and have used a number of chapters for our weekly study classes. This monumental trilogy
by Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche provides a wonderful presentation of Buddhist practice that, in large part, also applies to the path of Zen. In three volumes, the hinayana,
mahayana, and vajrayana approaches are presented respectively as the foundation, walls, and roof of a house, rather
than as labels for particular schools. Altogether, this model
provides a grand and invaluable overview.
Personally, I like best the first part of the third volume,
The Tantric Path of Indestructible Wakefulness.1 It addresses the transition to vajrayana in great detail while constantly
referring back to hinayana and mahayana. Over and over
again, Rinpoche emphasizes that both hinayana discipline
and mahayana openness of mind are indispensable for engaging in the practice of vajrayana. On that part, his position is easy to relate to our perspective on the Bodhisattva
Precepts since we also study those according to the three
yanas. Much of the third volume is dedicated to training in
traditional Tibetan Buddhism. The first few chapters, however, are very relevant to our Zen practice. In many passages
that refer to vajrayana, it even seems justifiable to substitute
“buddhayana” – a term that is often used in Zen to denote
the supreme vehicle.
Particularly interesting is the way Trungpa Rinpoche describes vajrayana as “revisiting” the so-called relative world.
He says: “In the mahayana, we have a problem, in that the
absolute truth is regarded as higher, much more chic. So we
tend to cultivate that level more, and see the regular physical world as just completely ordinary.” 2 The Tibetan term
kündzop is often translated as “relative truth.” But according to him, that may not be the most appropriate translation. So he continues: “‘Relative’ implies that relative truth
is not self-sufficient, that it is dependent on something else
that makes it relative. But in the vajrayana, we view kündzop (relative truth) as another form of absolute truth. We
could almost say that kündzop is ‘primary truth’ or ‘first
truth’.” 3 In other words, after the phenomenal world has
been recognized in mahayana as an illusion and empty of
any fixed substance, in vajrayana it is confirmed and appreciated in all its glory.
In the four modes of meditation, the first mode exemplifies the relative side of reality and the second, the absolute side. In the third mode, clear observation, we return to
the relative, but this is not really a matter of returning from
one reality to another. The word “relative” does not seem
to fit very well. Especially in the Dutch language, saying
that something is relative means that it is less important; it
is only of relative value. And this attitude towards the phenomenal world may inadvertently color our view of certain
aspects of the Buddhist path.
In a well-known analogy, the path is pictured in three

stages: ascending a mountain, reaching the very top, and
descending again to the ordinary world. At the top, one
can realize absolute oneness; and apparently, it is tempting
to stay there because the view is beyond compare. However, real bodhisattvas, out of their benevolent compassion,
are willing to come down the mountain. This analogy may
seem to convey that bodhisattvas – almost reluctantly –
give up their privileged position, lose all pride, and tumble
down slippery paths into the mud of ordinary life where
they are assigned to work for the welfare of all beings. However honorable this interpretation, it also sounds pretty pathetic, as if some kind of martyrdom is involved. It may
even prompt us to feel guilty, as if bodhisattvas deserve pity
rather than our gratitude.
Trungpa Rinpoche describes the process of re-entering
the phenomenal world quite differently. In these passages
he often uses the words brilliance and sacredness in ways
that seem to echo Dogen Zenji’s famous phrase from Genjokoan “to be enlightened by the ten thousand dharmas.”
The phenomenal world is suddenly charged with unexpected energy, giving us hints about how to deal with the particular situations we encounter. “In the vajrayana, you pick
up messages at a much higher level of sensitivity”, and, “If
you are in tune with reality, you receive constant, spontaneous guidance.” 4
Beauty, brilliance, and sacredness are words that I have
not heard very often in the context of modern Buddhism –
or “Buddhist modernism” as David L. McMahan calls our
newly adapted ways of Western practice.5 Traditional ceremonial forms that are meant to express such exalted qualities are often considered to be simply cultural trappings that
hide, rather than exemplify, the core of the Buddhadharma.
Particularly in Zen, our job seems to become one of unlinking this core from anything that might be seen as superfluous, and then limiting our practice to basics, which is often
interpreted as sitting in silent introspection. As I see it, this
approach would ultimately cause us to lose the alive function of the dharma that we aspire to maintain. Although
certain traditional ceremonial forms cry for updates, Buddhist practice will always need a fitting physical form – just
as a heart needs a healthy body to function properly. To
think that we can make do without including inspiring
forms, or worse, that the forms we use do not really matter,
are perhaps big cultural trappings of our own.
I think that many of us felt attracted to Zen because of
its focus on actual practice. It was often presented as primarily a science of the mind, free of all the doctrines and
formalities of traditional religions. But now that meditation
has become more accepted and integrated in our society,
perhaps it is time to focus on how we could develop a clearer physical context, specifically in ways that could enhance
and lend momentum to our practice. The design of the
temple and the decoration of the rooms, our dress-code and

A Prayer For LifeThreatening Times
From Fukuyama Taiho, the abbot
of Daihonzan Eiheiji
In the 21st century our world seemed through globalization to
have achieved so much in progress and development. Now, in
a short period of time, a virus has spread over the entire earth,
revealing a fragility we had not imagined.
Struck by the force of this hitherto unknown infectious disease,
called the novel coronavirus, many people all over the world –
despite the efforts of medical personnel risking themselves on the
front lines – have become ill and have lost their precious lives.
Furthermore, many are living daily in invisible fear of the spread
of viral infections. In such “life-threatening times”, it is probably
not only old priests like myself who ponder the fragility of human
beings.
However, looking back on history, we see that life-threatening
times are not only a modern affair. There have always been conflicts, violence and natural disasters. As for illnesses as well, we
have repeatedly faced plagues of infectious diseases, and each
time human beings have concentrated their wisdom and power
to overcome them.
Zen Master Dogen, the founder of Eiheiji, taught that, “The realm
of birth and death is the life of Buddha.” This teaching means,
“This life, received in this world of inconceivable interdependent
affinities, must be lived to the fullest – as the life of Buddha.”
If our progressive and prosperous modern society, with its emphasis on quantity, convenience, and speed, is concerned about
overcoming this crisis, we must look at our lives in the light of
coexistence and interdependence and transform our lives into the
life of Buddha. In order to do this we must return to the fundamental matter of how to live our lives.
Humankind has always found light in the darkness. Now, precisely because we are in a difficult situation, we are able to abandon
our self-centered thinking and desires, put our hearts together as
one, join hands and, using the Buddha Dharma as a light, cross
through the darkness the spread of this disease has caused.
At Eiheiji, at the Kosodaishi-hoon-hoe (“Dharma assembly Ceremonies, Expressing Gratitude to the Eminent Ancestor Zen
Master Dogen”) from April 23-29, we dedicated our wisdom in
order to transform these great difficulties into small difficulties
and to pray that the world return to peace. We hope with all our
hearts that in all countries this pandemic will pass, that people
will recover from their illnesses, and the spirits of those who have
lost their precious lives will be at peace.
May we join our hearts and walk forward together as people who
enjoy their lives as the “life of the Buddha”.
We received this message from Fukuyama Taiho Zenji last week,
together with his Great Wisdom Prayer, and decided to share these
with you in this newsletter.

Translation: For relief from the pandemic, recovery from illness
GREAT WISDOM PRAYER
Good fortune, safety in the home
and safety on the road
DAIHONZAN EIHEIJI

choreography of movements, and the enchanting rhythm
of sutra recitation can all connect us with the phenomenal
world in surprising ways. We may pick up messages that
would otherwise escape us. Artistic forms can make the invisible visible and inspire us to see ourselves and the world
in a completely new light. Beauty helps us to recognize who
we really are.
Our connections with Asian Buddhism have been a
great asset in that regard. The opportunity to live in Hojosan’s temple in Tokyo made me appreciate the Japanese Zen
forms in ways I could never have imagined; and now, some
of that appreciation is reflected at Zen River. One of my
more recent inspirations is the life and work of the Japanese
Master Kukai, better known as Kobo Daishi (774-835). For
him, religion was inextricably linked with the beauty found
not only in nature, but also in the arts. As you may know,
Kukai is the founder of the Shingon School which is considered the Japanese form of vajrayana. After a defining visit
to China during which he trained under a famous master,
he brought back a great number of texts, artifacts, ritual
objects, and musical instruments, and introduced many
esoteric elements into his teaching style. Explaining his intentions, Kukai wrote, “The law (dharma) has no speech,
but without speech it cannot be expressed. Eternal truth
(tathata) transcends form, but only by means of form can it
be understood.” Later he adds, “Art is what reveals to us the
state of perfection.” 6
Master Kukai took the Mahavairocana Sutra as his primary source text, and sanmitsu, or the three mysteries of
body, speech, and mind, as his key principle. In essence,
these three mysteries are the qualities of the body, speech
and mind of Mahavairocana Buddha.7 In fact, this whole
universe is considered his body, all sound is his speech, and
every mind, his mind. The sutra proclaims that although
sentient beings are inherently endowed with Mahavairocana’s qualities, they are generally unaware of this. So, we
first have to recognize the three mysteries, and then learn
to manifest them in our character and life-style. As I understand it, this means that all three qualities need to be
cultivated in order for our practice to be complete and effective. It would be a mistake to only focus on the mind as
we usually do in meditation. Kukai strongly emphasized the
importance of cultivating samadhi during sitting meditation. But he also made a clear case for the relevance of both
an inspiring physical environment and the comportment
which is in keeping therein. In addition to the value of
study, Kukai championed the recitation of sacred texts accompanied by musical instruments. In fact, the meditation
methods he recommended include elaborate visualizations,
mudra movements, mantra chanting, and the use of bells
and other ritual objects.
Kukai’s life itself stands as a model of his teaching. He
loved nature and spent much time alone in the mountains
of his native Shikoku, where the most famous pilgrimage
circuit in Japan, consisting of eighty-eight temples, is dedicated to him. And as the founder of the Shingon school,
he established the head temple at Mount Koya. But from
his second-home base in Kyoto, he also engaged in more

worldly activities as a gifted communicator, a master calligrapher, and even as an engineer. Clearly, he manifested the
richness of his inner spiritual life in the world around him.
It may come as a surprise to some, but the ritual forms
of the Soto school also have a strong esoteric leaning. Most
were introduced by Keizan Zenji and were often influenced
by the liturgy of the Tendai school. In our own White Plum
lineage, we actually have a close connection with the Shingon tradition. For example, Kojun Kuroda Roshi, the eldest
brother of Maezumi Roshi and Hojo-san and abbot of their
mother temple, Koshinji (Otawara), studied at the Shingon temple at Mount Koya. Kojun Roshi passed away a few
years ago, but I was fortunate enough to see him perform
the spectacular Shingon fire ceremony several times, once
during a visit to Koshinji with a group of Zen River members. This ceremony, a purification ritual aimed at burning
away negative human energies, can be a truly transformative experience.
Surely, emptiness and form go together; you can’t have
one without the other. So why not utilize forms which inspire and elucidate their inherent mysterious emptiness?
For example, why not have good forms of art? From my
student days on I have learned that art can change your life.
Even if you do not become a great artist, when you really
study art, you inevitably start to look at things differently. It
changes the way you communicate with the visual world –
and vice versa! Once you have seen Cezanne’s apples caught
in the process of becoming, you can’t look at apples in your
favorite fruit shop the same way anymore. And when you
study van Gogh’s vibrant fields of grass, your own back lawn
can evoke a completely new feeling. Something similar happens when you study literature, music, theater, or dance.
These activities are well-tested recipes for becoming more
sensitive to even the most mundane phenomena.
In a way, it is a no-brainer; our mind-set greatly influences our outer world, and our outer world greatly influences our mind-set. We continuously pick up messages
from our environment and these steer our thoughts and
feelings in certain directions. So which messages do we
pick up? And, do we speak the same language? Of course,
great works of art, music, or writing give us the best hints,
especially if they originated from an enlightening source.
So, we should be grateful for the profundity and beauty of
Buddhist art and culture. Surely, I am happy to try to make
them part of our training program in whatever ways possible. And happily, Zen River Temple makes an excellent
setting for this endeavor.
Over the years I have noticed that the location and
property themselves give us “constant and spontaneous
guidance”. Our latest addition is a stone pagoda dedicated
to Maezumi Roshi. Last year I was strolling around in the
back garden, where some of our deceased members’ ashes
are buried, when I suddenly got a strong hint to honor his
legacy with an appropriate monument. Not long afterwards
we were able to purchase a simple and beautiful pagoda in
a shop close-by. It felt almost as if the pagoda had been
waiting for us, and it soon found its proper place in the
back garden. We cannot imagine doing without it anymore.

Hojo-san is planning to come over for the eye-opening
ceremony when travel becomes possible again. Yet, I already often go there to reflect on Maezumi Roshi’s life.
Like Kukai, he balanced meditation with study. He
hoped to someday establish a traditional training temple
where Mountain Center has been built in California; we
actually have at Zen River a set of blueprints for that
dream. Maezumi Roshi was an art lover and gifted calligrapher. And although a rebel at heart, he always kept
strong connections with the Japanese Soto school. The
new pagoda honors his life, but it actually points more to
the future than to the past. It is physical reminder of the
legacy that I vow every day to keep alive together with
all of you, and hope to pass on to the next generation.♦
—edited by Wynn Seishin Wright
1. Chogyam Trungpa: The Tantric Path of Indestructible Wakefulness,
Vol. 3 of The Profound Treasury of the Ocean of Dharma (Shambhala,
2013), p. 35; 2. Ibid, p. 29; 3. Ibid, p. 50; 4. Ibid, p. 35.
5. David McMahan: The Making of Buddhist Modernism (Oxford
University, 2008), p. 6.
6. William T. de Bary: The Buddhist Tradition: In India, China and Japan
(Vintage, 1992), p. 292–293.
7. Hakeda: Kukai, Major Works (Columbia University, 1972), p. 83-93.

Online Membership Programme

Zen River Temple is totally wired with electronic apparel,
and it is clear that we have entered a new era of dharma
communications! Several people have already told us that
they hope some of our online activities will continue even
when the temple can fully open its doors again. Modern
technology enables members of the larger international
community to attend the program, and we are able to connect with each other in a very special manner.
Therefore, we now offer a monthly subscription that
allows members to join the dharma talks live online (the
Sunday late morning study class by Tenkei Roshi, and the
Monday evening class by Myoho Roshi and Doin Sensei).

Once a week, members are also able to schedule a time for
dokusan via Skype, Facebook, Messenger, or phone.
Subscription members receive on Mondays the topic for
Wednesday night’s Right Speech Class. And in response,
they can write and send over a short essay (around 300
words) that expresses their views. Tenkei Roshi reads the
essay and responds to it during the next dokusan. This has
already proven to be a very effective way to study and practice under guidance, and to connect with what is happening
in the temple.
In addition, we plan to hold Zoom conferences regularly with all subscription members.

Peter Shoryu de Rooden has
been assigned to take on the
position of Shuso (head monk)
during this Summer Ango. He
will be at Zen River from July
18 to August 13, and his Hossenshiki is scheduled on Sunday, August 9, at 11:00 am.
Born in Apeldoorn, Shoryu
studied fine art in Groningen and has worked as a program manager for various cultural institutions, organizing art exhibitions and festivals. He also has had several
shows of his paintings.
His first encounter with Zen was in 2003 when he
came to Zen River to visit one of his friends who had
just moved in as a resident. Shoryu decided to stay for a
few days and participate in the daily schedule. He had
no real experience meditating, let alone reciting sutras.
To his utter surprise, he felt really at home and returned
a couple of months later for his first sesshin. While living in Leiden with his wife Ria Hogetsu van Bakel, he
also joined the Zen group of Kees van de Bunt in Den
Haag for weekly meditation classes.
In 2006 Shoryu officially became a student of Tenkei
Roshi, and received Jukai in 2009. Since then he has
regularly attended the program. In 2013 Shoryu and
Ria, together with Tenkei Roshi, travelled to Japan to
witness Myoho Roshi’s Zuisse ceremony and to visit
several Zen monasteries. Afterwards, they both entered
residential training at Zen River and Shoryu received
Shukke Tokudo (monastic ordination) in 2014.
In 2016 Shoryu and Ria moved to Eindhoven. He
works there as an art teacher, but also often comes to
Zen River to deepen his practice. We look forward to
welcoming him as Shuso this Summer.

Opening The Doors
We are very happy to announce that on June 1st we were
able to reopen the doors to our members, albeit only in
small numbers and under certain conditions.
Those members who would like to come and stay at the
temple for longer periods can, after observing physical
distancing for the first twelve days, freely merge with the
residential community for the rest of their stay.
Those who can only join us for less than twelve days will
have to observe physical distancing during their whole
stay. At this time, we are not sure how many people can
be welcomed in this manner, but we will keep you informed in our online updates.

Zen River Cookbook Kindle Edition
In 2015, Myoho Roshi
published a beautiful
hardcover edition of the
Zen River Cookbook. Recently, we took the step
to make it available on
Kindle. The Cookbook
is a replica of the original
version, and the cover was
changed for it to stand
out on computer screens.
As there are no shipping
costs involved, it is a good alternative for those who live
far from the Netherlands! The Kindle edition is €25 and
is available on international Amazon storefronts. The
hardcover edition available from the office is €45.

Zen River Temple
SUMMER TRAINING
June 6–7...........................................Intro E-Weekend
June 19–21....................................Weekend E-Sesshin
July 4–9 ....................................Young Minds Seminar
JULY 25–AUG. 22........SUMMER MONTH LONG
July 25–30...................................Sesshin 1 (5-day)
August 1–6..................................Sesshin 2 (5-day)
August 8–13 .............................Sesshin 3 (5-day)
August 9 11:00 AM.......Shusohossenshiki for Shoryu
August 15–22..............................Sesshin 4 (7-day)
FALL INTERIM
September 12-13..................................... Intro weekend
September 18-20 .................................Weekend Sesshin
October 17 -22 ............................Falling leaves Sesshin
WINTER ANGO, NOVEMBER 21 - FEBRUARY 20
November 21–28............................Rohatsu Sesshin
December 27–January 1 2021............New Year’s Sesshin

Zen Boat
June 27, August 1, Sept. 5, Oct. 3 & 31, December 5:
Zazenkais with Senseis Senko & Jifu.

at other locations (tentative)
Wageningen......June 21, Zen Zondag, w/ Senko Sensei
Madrid.........September 12-13, Teisho w/Tenkei Roshi
Wageningen......Sept. 20, Zen Zondag w/ Senko Sensei
Nijmegen.......Sept. 26, Zazenkai Oshida w/ Jifu Sensei
Düsseldorf........October 3, Zazenkai w/Daishin Sensei
Lima..................November, Zazenkai w/ Tenkei Roshi
Wageningen............Dec. 6, Zen Zondag w/ Jifu Sensei

CONTACT: Zen River, Oldörpsterweg 3, 9981 NL Uithuizen, Netherlands www.zenrivertemple.org zenriver@zenrivertemple.org Tel. +31 (0)595 435039

Shusō Shoryu

